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What Makes this Report Different and Why
Should I Read It?
Why bother reading this report?
Quite simply it is going to save you a lot of time and money, both of which most
people starting out with affiliate marketing are short on…
So keep reading…
And start off on the right foot in your exciting journey into the world of
marketing.
So let’s get started with a quick introduction, to me and my philosophy...

Who is 30MinuteMarketing.net and Garry?
Garry (that’s me in the picture) is a network engineer by trade,
and has been for about 27 years. But as of 2017 added
entrepreneur to the resume.
Why listen to Garry?
He is studying this
marketing stuff to
change careers (after a
successful 27+ career
as a network engineer.
And is not going to
waste his time or yours
with B.S. and get rich
quick schemes that he
already tried and know
don’t work.

30MinuteMarketing.net is his brain child and brand for all things
“marketing” as both a student and teacher of marketing.
The style of marketing taught and practiced is as close to old
school direct response as possible in both the philosophy and real
world application.
What does that mean?
Direct Response Marketing is the art of delivering a targeted
message to a target market via a specific media.

The driving philosophy behind 30MinuteMarketing.net is;

“It's not about doing it Faster, it's about intense Focus while you're
getting it done.”
Keep reading you are about to get a quick intro to marketing…

Quick Intro to Marketing
To get started we first need a solid definition of what marketing is, so we are all
on the same page as we move forward.
The best definition I have found comes from “The Ultimate Marketing Plan” by
Dan S. Kennedy;
“Getting the right message to the right people via the
right media and methods – effectivity, efficiently and
profitably.”
That definition will make more sense soon.
And it will become your best definition too, when you
take the time and answer the following questions:
• “Is your marketing built around the most
powerful, persuasive, intriguing, compelling,
fascinating message possible?”
• “Have you determined precisely who your
message should be for and figured out how to
put it in front of them – quite possibly at
exclusion of all others, or at least with disregard
for all others?”
• “Are you wisely investing in the most
appropriate media for delivery of your message
to the prospects in your chosen target market?”

This book along with a few select
others from Dan Kennedy,
changed everything I thought I
knew about marketing. It the
crowd of “must read” books. This
really is a must read.

• “Are you both effective and efficient?”
• “Are you accurately measuring the true, net return on investment from
each marketing investment?”
Why bother to answer the above questions?
Because when you are small business, (and yes affiliate marketing is a real
business), the room for error is a lot smaller.
So, you need to use all your resources (time and money) as effectively and
efficiently as possible. And this only happens when you think … then act and
measure the outcome of that action.
To sum it up before we move onto the next section, “Why Start with Affiliate
Marketing?”
The 3 big concepts to take away from this introduction to marketing…
To put into practice Direct Response Marketing, strategies, tactics and techniques.
And that revolves around 3 core pillars:
“Market, Message and Media”
Onward…

Why Start with Affiliate Marketing?
Why affiliate marketing?
It’s the easiest (for lack of a better phrase) way to get started “fast” and “cheap”.
So that checks off one of the key questions above;
“Are you both effective and efficient?”
The model behind affiliate marketing is setup to allow a beginner to start with
minimal investment and at the same time allows the newbie marketer the chance
to learn along the way … with the opportunity to scale into 6 or 7 figures…

Ok, before you run out and quit your
“day job” cause Garry just told me I
am going to make 6 to 7 figures doing
affiliate marketing … you might want
to keep reading.
All the way to the end.
What is coming next is what I am
going to call a “Reality Check”.
Remember before when I used the phrase, “the easiest way” … yeah it is my
opinion that getting starting with affiliate marketing is the best way to start. But
the “reality” is this marketing stuff takes time and patience, and yes (gasp) a little
bit of work … sometimes hard work.
So let me ask you a question, are you still ready to keep digging into this?
Good, keep moving forward…
Let’s get back to the “good parts” … with some benefits of starting with affiliate
marketing:
• You don’t have to create your own product right away or ever.
• You don’t have to setup a payment processor of your own, you just need a
way to get your commissions … and this can even done by having a paper
check mailed to your house, yes still even today…
• You don’t have to concern yourself with customer service, product
fulfillment or processing refunds, you get to concentrate on just the
marketing … not the sales process.
• You CAN do this from anywhere you choose as all you need is a laptop and
a connection to the Internet.
• Affiliate marketing programs (most) are free to join
Great, now you know what marketing is and why you should start with affiliate
marketing, don’t lose momentum…

Keep going, the next section is where we get into the Step-by-Step process of how
to actually get going…
Move on to Step #1.

Step #1 Pick Your Passion, More Commonly
Called Your Niche
Honestly this doesn’t have to be a “passion” in the true sense of the word, but
take caution in going after the money when you pick your niche.
For example when I first got started I went into the parenting niche, and while I
am a parent to two awesome boys this is really not what I am passionate about
when it comes to marketing…
So while I was able to make some money when I niched down
into “Potty Training” it was not something I cared to keep trying
to market and connect with an audience of what is mostly new
mothers.
However, if something like that appeals to you and you can see yourself talking
about this topic (niche) and all the many angles that come with it, then this would
be the niche for you.
But remember there are tons and I do mean tons … many, many niches (topics,
subjects and problems to solve) for you to explore, way too many to list here…
There are lots of top level niche categories to get you started when it comes time
to pick your niche, here a few that you should consider to find a starting point
with affiliate marketing:
• Health & Fitness
• Wealth & Money

• Relationships & Dating
• Self-Improvement
• Hobbies, Interests & Activities

Remember your niche is not a product, it is the niche or small subset of a larger
specific market where you are helping real people to solve their problems.
Also understand that a problem is not always a “problem” as you may think of the
word … meaning they are sick or overweight or broke and need money.
A problem you could solve and a niche could be the best place to take a vacation
or which is the better camera for taking pictures underwater and even how to
take pictures underwater…
You are looking to take your passion and connect on an emotional level with
other people that have money and help to solve their problem, which is to know
about and understand the passion that is there passion too!
Remember, you are marketing to real people with real problems and they are
looking for help from a real person … so build content that will allow them to start
like, know and trust you.
Once you accomplish those things you will become a leader in your niche and that
will turn into profit for providing information to people on the topic you have
chosen, because you love it and have a desire to help people.
That is why I started Step #1 with the title, “Pick your
Passion”
And now that you have your passion picked, let’s find
some products for you to promote in Step #2, which
just so happens is next…

Step #2 Where to Find Affiliate Products to
Promote
Great, now that you have made up your mind and are all in with your niche and
affiliate marketing, you need to find at least one product to promote.
And after the Doom & Gloom about the “hard work” thing earlier, I got some
good news for you…
There is literally no shortage of affiliate programs out there and they are really
easy to find when you start looking for them.
A quick Google of “<Enter Product Name in Your Niche> affiliate program” or
“<Enter Your Niche> affiliate programs” will take you in the right direction.
For example:

Another quick way if you already know a product you want to promote, just go to
their website and check the page for a link to their “Affiliate Program”.
Usually you will find this link at the bottom of their website, which will take you to
their affiliate program signup page and tell you all about their affiliate program, to
include commission structures and payouts.

For example:

Now let’s move onto the next section and talk about something that you might
not be aware of at this stage in your journey, the affiliate “Marketplaces”…

Marketplaces
Clickbank
Clickbank is probably one of the, if not the oldest and trusted affiliate
marketplace online. Tons of digital products in tons of niches.
One of the best things about Clickbank is that they process the transactions for
product vendors and also pay you as the affiliate, so no need for a payment
processor such as PayPal.
Clickbank is going to the Marketplace of choice for most beginners and here are 4
reasons why you should look here first:
• They are beginner friendly. Approval to promote is typically easy and
instant, there are some expectations where you have to apply to promote,
but not the rule.

• The offers are mostly digital products with no fulfillment costs and that lets
the product vendors pay more in commissions. 50% to 75% commissions
are common, so you as the affiliate make more money.
• They have their own training program, Clickbank University
• Clickbank marketplace is enormous with a giant selection in just about any
niche that you will start out in.
Quick note on sorting when you get to the Clickbank marketplace, sort by
“Gravity”. This is a Clickbank proprietary metric that shows the “best” products to
promote as they are making the most money for the most affiliates.

But don’t let a low “Gravity” keep you from promoting a good product that you
know works and fits your audience (by “fits” I mean will help them)…
Amazon
Ok I am going to make the assumption that you already heard of Amazon, as it is
the world’s biggest online store, but were you aware it has an affiliate program?
Just scroll down to the bottom of the page and you will see the link to become an
affiliate.

It’s free to join, and you can earn up to 10% on purchases made by the people you
refer. Take note here that 10% is the high end and not the norm for commission
from Amazon.
And be sure to read their Terms of Service and be ready to meet the sales
requirements before you sign up and get approved.
My recommendation is that you use Amazon as the last resort to earn affiliate

commissions. But don’t ignore it if there is a product that you review or mention
in your content might as well add in the affiliate link for it…
WarriorPlus / JVZoo
Both of these marketplaces are primarily for products in the Internet Marketing
and Make Money Online niches.
Which includes training and products that are designed to help you do online
marketing…
As a beginner I suggest that you stay away from these marketplaces for anything
other than training and the occasional marketing software.
But, only if and when a trusted marketer tells you about it. And it is something
you have a need for and you know you are going to use.
The sales pages for the products listed on these marketplaces can and will and
have been known to lull beginners into what is called “Shiny Object Syndrome”,
and you will spend a lot of money chasing the “get rich quick” and “push button”
money making dream.
Trust me I speak from experience and that is one of the many reasons I am writing
this guide for you.
I have bought and sold from both these marketplaces and continue to do so as I
find products that I know I will use in my business…

Below is a screenshot of WarriorPlus marketplace and my W+ profile for your
enjoyment:

Systems / Software / Web Hosting
A business online and offline in this day and age need tools to run the business.
That is what I am calling Systems / Software / Web Hosting.
You can earn commissions on the tools you use by making recommendations to
other people and business, and no selling is needed … because you use these
tools so they know they work for you and they will work for them too.
Some examples are tools like an email autoresponder, webhosting and “all in
one” solutions that host web pages, capture and respond to emails and connect
to payment processors.

Clickfunnels
Clickfunnels is an “all in one” solution that has a very lucrative affiliate program. If
you use it and promote this system and software it can easily pay for itself and
even make you a profit. 30MinuteMarketing.net does not use Clickfunnels, but is
an affiliate as it is a good product that many successful friends of
30MinuteMarketing.net use and recommend as well.
Aweber
Aweber is a one of the oldest and trusted email autoresponders that has an
affiliate program as well, again making it a tool in your business that you can
easily promote to others as you use it on a daily basis and that is the best review
you can provide. 30MinuteMarketing.net is a proud Aweber customer as well as
an affiliate.
Global NPN
Global NPN is an “all under one roof” system that only members can promote. It
is setup this way to make sure that only people that use it promote it. Again as
that is the best review you can provide for a product is the fact that you use it
every day in your business. 30MinuteMarketing.net is a proud Global NPN
customer as well as an affiliate.

Big Ticket vs Mid Ticket vs Low Ticket
I wasn’t quite sure where to cover this, but it needs to be said as most beginners
start out with the mentality … the wrong mentality that they should start with
“low ticket” products because they are not an “expert” and no one would buy
something that costs $1000 dollars from them.

Generally speaking, if you have the right message and right targeted market
selling a single $1000 product is easier than selling a hundred $10 dollar products.
But, when you have the right mindset you can start with a system that is setup to
do the selling for you, and all you have to do is “give away” or market the “low
ticket” products and get them inside the system and let the system do the heavy
lifting…
Now this is not for everyone and you have to evaluate the system, which again as
we stated earlier when we were talking about Systems / Software / Web Hosting.
Built into these are what some call the “Value Ladder” where you offer your
audience a “low ticket” product or “trip wire” offer:
•
•
•
•

$1 or Free Trial
Low Monthly Membership Entry
Free + Shipping Book Funnel
Under $7 Dollar E-book Funnel

Two of the programs we discussed above use these techniques, Clickfunnels is a
bit more aggressive and has more “big ticket” built in whereas Global NPN is built
on longer term continuity as a “mid ticket” offering after the $1 15 day trial
period.

As you can see in the pictures above its easy enough to promote either one of
these products and make great commissions.
I highly recommend Global NPN as your affiliate marketer starter kit as it has all
the tools you need, plus the opportunity to build long term passive income when
you promote the $1 trial.
Again 30MinuteMarketing.net is a Global NPN user and affiliate.

I highly recommend you pick up a copy of Russel Brunson’s
“Dotcom Secrets” (free + shipping) book and read it a few times
(few is 3 or more).

Take note of the
funnel that you go
thru when you buy
this book. Don’t
miss the
opportunity to see
how “funnels”
work from the guy
that literally wrote
the book on them

It is on my “must read” list of books, of course not as high on that
list as “The Ultimate Marketing Plan” by Dan S. Kennedy, but it is a
quality book that is a great introduction to the concepts of
marketing and how to do it online. Pay attention to the fact that
the forward is by Dan Kennedy (yep that Dan Kennedy).
Take note that it is of course a pitch for Clickfunnels, so read it and
learn from it, whether you buy Clickfunnels is up to you…
One last thing on “Products to Promote”…

Three things actually that I want to highlight and mention before
we move onto the next step:
1. Community. A lot of systems with affiliate programs just “leave it up to
you” to “figure it out”. When you join a system like Global NPN you will be
a member of a community of folks, to include me that will focus on
teaching you how to use the system in your business.
2. Learn and Earn. Promote Global NPN as part of your business and that will
allow you to earn commissions that will effectively allow Global NPN to pay
for itself. Meaning you have all the tools you need and it costs you nothing
and you might even turn a profit…
3. Be a Trusted Ambassador. A system you use in your own business every
day becomes a “self-validating system”. When people see you using the
system in your business it “sells” itself, because they are going to want to
know what you are using to be successful.
Now let’s move onto why you are really here … to build your own business.

Step #3 Build Your Business
You have read this far because you are here to build a real business.
To eventually make the kinda of money that will replace and even surpasses your
“day job” salary.
And to make sure this is going to be stable for the long haul, you need to build a
solid foundation that you own…
After all would you build your house on someone else’s property?
Your Own Property – Website
The answer to the question above, has to be no.
No you wouldn’t build your house own property you don’t own, so why would
you consider building your business on property you don’t own?
Let me bring this into perspective as an affiliate marketer…
Don’t rely on other companies, like Amazon, Shopfiy, Facebook, YouTube, and
free services like Gmail etc…
You need to build your business on something that you can control, meaning your
own website.
Now I know you don’t own the hosting company, but you do own the files and the
content and once you build it you can move it as needed.
Now when you are first starting out in affiliate marketing you will be tempted to
utilize these services and put building your own website or creating an email list
on the back burner.
This is a newbie mistake, don’t make it.

Build your own website and start collecting emails, don’t just send your hard
earned leads direct to affiliate offers and lose them forever…
The real money is made in the follow-up … the relationships you build with your
audience…
While this can and should be done on social media, you need to have a fail-safe
and that fail safe is your website and your email list…
And don’t forget when you use Global NPN you get access to everything you need
to lay the foundation. In the case of Global NPN you are going to get webhosting
(most people use WordPress to build their blog), autoresponder which are the
two main tools you will need to be a success as an affiliate marketer.
And don’t forget as a member you get to promote and make a commission from
other that will follow you and need the exact same tools, and as I said before
there is no better review than the fact that you use the tools in your business
every day.
Ok, great that was short and sweet, but you need to have the mindset this is your
business and you’re here for the long term, so build a solid foundation on your
online business just like you would for the house you live in.
No onto the life blood of your business, Where to Get Traffic…

Step #4 Where to Get Traffic
Alright here we finally are, Step #4 … the final piece of puzzle, and to be honest
the one that most marketers will tell you is “the easy” part…
And while it’s not hard, it does take work to get “right”…
But if you have gone thru all the other steps and have nailed down your big 3:
Market, Message and Media
Then it gets a lot easier, so onward…

Traffic simply put is getting real people to click on your links to go to your content
and then onto your affiliate offers.
There are two kinds of traffic…
Paid (aka Ads)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Facebook Ads
YouTube Ads
Pinterest Ads
Bing Ads
Google Ads
Solo Ads

Free (aka Organic … although free is not really free as you will see soon
enough…)
•
•
•
•
•

YouTube
Facebook
Pinterest
Quora
SEO

There are pros and cons to both types…
Let’s dig into both in more detail;
Paid Traffic
Paid traffic has a two big pros over free.
Paid traffic is quick and you can control it, meaning you pay for clicks and you get
them. If you have the budget you can almost instantly get your offer in front of

people that you target and when it is profitable you just buy more … or “scale
up”.
If it’s losing you money, well turn it off.
Now for some cons of paid traffic.
The first thing is you need money up front to pay for the Ads. Even if they Ads
work most affiliate programs are on a delayed payout, especially for beginners.
The second thing is you have to understand how to target the right audience and
you have to have your message targeted as well, the combo needs to be in sync.
And this takes time and skill that as a beginner you just don’t have yet.
So, while you can learn it will cost you money and you have to be able to stay the
course, which means you have to have a program that pays out to cover the
overall Ads spend.
Now let’s talk about free traffic…
Free Traffic
Free traffic or as many call it Organic traffic is where you get on social media and
post your content.
And I am not talking about SPAMing Facebook Groups, when I say “post your
content”…
I mean you create a Facebook Page and Group and build a community that
follows your posts, this can be done on your Facebook Profile as well…
The issue with this strategy on Facebook as an example is that Facebook as pretty
much killed Organic traffic, especially if you have external links out to your blog or
affiliate offers … and most people aren’t on Facebook to buy stuff from you, they
are there to look at cat videos and complain about politics and talk about the
latest celebrity gossip.

So unless you are in those niches good luck posting your green juice smoother
drink link and making any money.
Now let’s discuss the issue of free traffic not being “free”…
There is this idea when you are beginner, especially if you don’t have much
money or you don’t want to spend it on “traffic” cause you have heard from all
the “gooroos” online about how to make money from “free” traffic…
So you assume that your time is not as valuable as your money…
Let me ask you this, how much do you make an hour at your current “day job”?
Is your time trying to get “free” traffic worth that much?
Or would you rather spend your time getting you message and your targeted
market right, buy paying for traffic to your offers?
This goes back to two of those questions that you were supposed to answer way
back when you starting reading this guide:
• “Are you wisely investing in the most appropriate media for delivery of your
message to the prospects in your chosen target market?”
• “Are you both effective and efficient?”
Well what is the answer?
And yes it depends, I am not here to tell you that Paid Traffic is going to work
better for you than Free Traffic … it doesn’t work that way.
This is your business you have to figure out what works best for you…
But, I will tell you the two best Free Traffic methods that work in my business, are
YouTube and SEO.
And they work well together, because they have different timelines, but they are
very similar.
YouTube is the second largest search engine, with the big G, Google being #1.

Google which is SEO will take months to start working, YouTube videos can start
ranking very high almost instantly…
And then the YouTube videos will remain as content for later searches as they do
with SEO showing in both Google and YouTube searches, and YouTube also is a
community with followers…
The best strategies for both are to create great content that do two things,
educate and motivate.
People are going to YouTube to watch videos to learn “How To” do something…
They are also watching videos to motivate them to continue doing the something,
after they learn “How To” do it … so you can double down on this effect as an
affiliate marketer.
SEO is not much different, build your business – your own property aka website to
do the exact same thing … answer peoples questions and then motivate them
after you answer the questions.
Using these two Free Traffic sources in tandem will allow your Organic traffic to
grow as you continue to create content that provides more value than your
competition.
This builds your brand, builds your audience and future proofs your business and
continues to scale your income as both your brand and audience come to know,
like and trust you more and more over time.
Build this audience or tribe and they will continue to buy the affiliate products
you promote.

Keep Moving Forward – Momentum
Know that you are armed with the knowledge you need to get started, do that …
start today, right now…
But don’t lose the momentum that this guide has given you…
If you still feel lost and looking for more answers, I want you to refer to this
simple fact.
Before you get started, you need to establish a solid strategy.
Most people start and learn some new marketing tactics, and immediately start
to try and use them … but without a solid strategy you will get lost in trying
different tactics and wind up discouraged if (when) they don’t work.
So some quick definitions are needed here so we are on the same page:

Tactics = A method or technique used for short-term gain. (Examples: Sending an
email broadcast. Running a Facebook Ad to capture leads.)
Strategy = A carefully defined and detailed plan to achieve a long term goal.
(Example: In your business this is the overall plan that you build and use to build
and grow your business.)
Another way to look at it is as a way of “thinking” as well about how you are going
to run and build your business.
The tactical thinker that is always looking to find that new tactic that “works” and
looking for a way to make a sell today.
The strategic thinking is trying to develop a brand and build customer loyalty and
education people on your greater and deeper value of being a lifelong customer
of your business…
So here is my recommended strategy on where to start building the foundation
for your business.
And then start to drive traffic, each one has been covered in detail above.
But I wanted to make sure it was summarized here for you so you don’t lose
momentum and keep moving forward:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Blog
SEO
Email List
YouTube Channel
Facebook Page

Remember this strategy revolves around the principles of Direct Response
Marketing:
“Getting the right message to the right people via the right media and methods
– effectivity, efficiently and profitably.

But don’t go crazy and let that “Shiny Object Syndrome” kick in and take over and
get lost…
Only buy what you are going to use, whether it be a course or a tool, buy it learn
it and use it, then move onto the next thing you need.
Remember the questions, go back and review them again and check your
answers, especially this one:
• “Are you accurately measuring the true, net return on investment from
each marketing investment?”
With all that I will leave you with how to find me (Garry) and
30MinuteMarketing.net

Where to Find Garry and
30MinuteMarketing.net
Garry on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/garry.l.baker

30MinuteMarketing.net on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/groups/30MinuteMarketingExclusiveMembersOnly/
https://www.facebook.com/30MinuteMarketing/

30MinuteMarketing.net on YouTube
https://30minutemarketing.net/YouTube

Recommend Resources
This section is here to help guide you when you are ready to move to the next
level with your training.
I’m a member or have been a member of all the training that is in this section, and
is the only reason it is here.
Nothing shiny to see here, only course that are going to require that you show up
every day, study and implement…
And be consistent and maintain your momentum…
FB Master’s Program
Facebook Messenger Destiny
Funnelize
Video Marketing Insider
Clickbank SuperStar
Clickbank Bonus Automate
Taking Action Online
Income School - Project 24
Partnership to Success – This is for when you are ready to build your own product
but it starts with building your own property and lays the ground work that you
need as an affiliate on your way to creating your own product. If you want to
know more about this program, contact me for more details and we can discuss,
because I don’t want you to get distracted from the task at hand.

Disclaimer
Everything you have just read is for informational purposes only, there is no
guarantee of success or income with any of the methods in this report.
And yes this report is filled with affiliate links that I will make a commission from,
if you don’t want to support me and this report do not click on or buy anything
from any of the links in this report.
But it would be cool if you were going to take action and use the tools and
training in this report that you used the links in this report so I could continue to
create reports like this that helped you … and continue to help others.
Most people don’t do anything to be successful or make an income online.
Any and all results that have been mentioned or represented in this report are
not typical, again most people do nothing and make nothing online or offline
when building a business.
And of course my results are not typical … well because I am not typical…
It’s up to you to not be typical either.
Thanks for reading, now … take action…
Garry Baker
garry@30minutemarekting.net

